Comments of the Small UAV Coalition

The Small UAV Coalition (“Coalition”) files these comments in response to the Request for Comment (RFC) issued by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) regarding development of a comprehensive, long-term national spectrum strategy. As set forth in the RFC, the NTIA seeks comments on six goals derived from the Presidential Memorandum on Developing a Sustainable Spectrum Strategy (“Spectrum PM”). Those goals include: (1) increased predictability of spectrum access; (2) flexible management (standards, incentives, and enforcement mechanisms, including flexible use); (3) use ongoing R&D to develop advanced technologies, innovative utilization mechanisms, tools and techniques that increase spectrum access, efficiency, and effectiveness; (4) building a secure, automated capability to facilitate assessments of spectrum use and expedite coordination of shared access among Federal and non-Federal spectrum stakeholders; and (5) improve global competitiveness of U.S. and space-related industries.

At its core, a sustainable spectrum strategy must recognize that spectrum is a critical input to emerging technologies such as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), requiring spectrum-intensive applications to realize their full economic potential. In order to meet the goals of the Spectrum PM and to ensure that spectrum is made available on a timely basis for emerging technologies, it is more critical than ever to develop a robust, transparent spectrum management framework founded on certain key concepts: a clear, well-coordinated pipeline of future spectrum availability; a mix of spectrum access regimes (licensed, unlicensed, shared, or hybrid); and rules for spectrum use that are future-proof to account current technologies as well as technologies under development. The Coalition believes such an approach will fulfill the objective of the Spectrum PM to develop “a balanced, forward-looking, flexible, and sustainable approach to spectrum management.”
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Spectrum Pipeline

The RFC seeks comment on how to ensure increased access to spectrum. The Coalition believes that spectrum access can best be enhanced through the adoption of a clear, well-coordinated spectrum pipeline. The connected economy is dependent on timely availability of sufficient spectrum for continued growth. Estimates of connected devices total 17 billion worldwide, of which IoT devices comprise 7 billion. One estimate of projected growth puts the number of connected devices at 34 billion by 2025, with IoT devices capturing a larger percentage at 21.5 billion of that total.6 Similarly, small commercial UAS growth is projected to accelerate over the coming 5 years from 110,604 in 2017 to a conservative estimated fleet of 451,800 by 2022.7 Such projected growth underscores the importance of developing the pipeline suggested above in order to fully capitalize on the economic benefits that UAS can bring and to ensure that America has the spectrum that will be demanded to remain a leader in the global race that emerging technologies are bringing about.

In order to promote continued innovation, it is vital that this clear vision of spectrum availability and clarity be the hallmark of policy today. In the past, spectrum allocations often relied on an “ad hoc, piecemeal process” that was focused on the demands of specific services or particular entities.8 Such an approach will not serve the nation well going forward. It is essential that the FCC, NTIA and other federal stakeholders coordinate to identify spectrum bands that can be brought to market and establish specific timeframes for doing so. Additionally, as spectrum bands have varying propagation characteristics, it is important that a spectrum pipeline promotes flexibility of opportunities across bands. Congress has taken steps to help federal agencies and the FCC enhance their coordination to fulfill the promise of transparency in spectrum access and band utilization.9 Specifically, policymakers have done great work to ensure access to low-band and millimeter wave spectrum, but they must focus on mid-band spectrum, which has the greater propagation capabilities of low-band, but higher bandwidth of high band. Both of those characteristics will be important in many UAS applications, such as search and rescue, real-time inspections, natural resource management,

9 See Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018, P.L. 115-141, Division P, the Repack Airwaves Yielding Better Access for Users of Modern Services (RAY BAUM’S) Act. Title VI of the RAY BAUM’S Act is the Making Opportunities for Broadband Investment and Limiting Excessive and Needless Obstacles to Wireless Act or MOBILE NOW Act (Act).
and more. Focusing on these mid-band opportunities will help maintain U.S. competitiveness and preparedness for what lies ahead.

The Coalition understands the NTIA and the FCC are working together to identify 255 MHz of spectrum for repurposing and we urge the federal stakeholders, including NTIA, FCC and other federal agencies, to closely coordinate with technology developers to ensure that the full range of spectrum opportunities are explored. A more aggressive approach with greater coordination will lead to the pipeline of the future and a world of new business opportunities and technologies to make consumers lives’ better. As UAS and other emerging technologies scale operations, the amount of data generated, and therefore bandwidth required, is going to scale as well. Large blocks of contiguous spectrum best help to support the flood of devices that is already underway and will only increase, and are a critical input for the next generation network capabilities that emerging technologies will rely on. This clarity, coordination and vision will propel the United States in accomplishing its first goal of the Spectrum PM by ensuring increased predictability of spectrum access for all users.

Flexible Spectrum Access Regimes

The second and fourth elements of the spectrum strategy set out in the Spectrum PM direct NTIA and other federal agencies to consider how flexible models for spectrum management could promote efficient and effective spectrum use. The Coalition encourages the promotion of a range of spectrum access regimes, including licensed, unlicensed, and sharing because flexibility in the rights structure will help ensure that regulatory determinations do not harm the path of technological advancement.

Over the last three decades the FCC has shifted from policies that granted spectrum licenses based on a comparative hearing process, to lotteries, to the current practice of allocating spectrum rights based on auctions. These exclusive use licensing auctions have promoted investment and innovation in spectrum that have led to its efficient use across many of the licensed bands. Licensees in these bands have been able to use their exclusivity to provide connectivity on a near ubiquitous basis throughout the United States and have pushed technological developments that have led to increased speed, lower latency, and resilient connectivity. This is in part due to the issuance of licenses under a flexible use policy, which stands in contrast to the FCC’s past practice of licensing spectrum to meet the service needs of
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specific industries. The GSMA estimates that mobile technologies and services provide $830 billion in economic value in North America.

The FCC has also made spectrum available for use on an unlicensed basis. The opportunities to utilize spectrum for no cost other than the cost of the device has led to experimentation in the unlicensed spectrum bands that have produced a number of innovations. The rules for operation of devices in spectrum set aside for unlicensed use are straightforward – no harmful interference can be caused and interference must be accepted. The estimated economic value of unlicensed spectrum for the United States is over $525 billion in 2017 and growing.

Beginning in 2008, presidents of both parties have advocated for exploring sharing opportunities, particularly with regards to spectrum used by federal agencies. In 2013, the Obama Administration issued a Presidential Memorandum encouraging the use of spectrum sharing, and again reiterated a desire for it to be applied in the context of spectrum allocated exclusively for federal use. In 2018, Congress, as part of the passage of the RAY BAUMS Act, expressed its interest in having the FCC and NTIA explore opportunities for spectrum sharing. And as noted above, the current Spectrum PM continues that policy interest forward, citing as one of the goals of a sustainable spectrum strategy the “expedit[ed] coordination of shared access among Federal and non-Federal spectrum stakeholders.” Sharing opportunities will come with complex requirements as the incumbent user will maintain certain rights to the spectrum and will need to be afforded interference protections from all other users. The other users of the spectrum will be granted rights with varying levels of protections. With developments in software access systems (SAS), which will coordinate access in real time, and the development of dynamic spectrum sensing technologies, which will allow the devices using spectrum in shared bands to communicate critical information to facilitate coordination with the SAS, spectrum sharing opportunities have transitioned from concept to implementation.
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Each of these regimes have their advantages and their disadvantages, but the Coalition views them as a group of opportunities that afford innovators the opportunity to experiment and explore their ideas across a range of spectrum opportunities. Spectrum access regimes have evolved over time advancing new capabilities that must be promoted, not stifled. As the Coalition members explore various approaches for their business models, there is an interest in each of these regimes. While some aspects of their business models may rely on licensed spectrum, other components may be equally well-served through shared spectrum or unlicensed spectrum. Promoting a diversified spectrum rights regime will ensure that the Coalition member companies can continue to pursue those opportunities based on their independent assessment of how to proceed. As the Coalition has noted in proceedings before the FCC, UAS technology is developing quickly and there is a need to adopt flexible allocation and, ultimately, flexible service rules that allow the market and advances in technology to dictate the best uses of the spectrum over time.24

Flexible Spectrum Service Rules

Just as the spectrum access regimes should ensure a range of options to innovators, the Coalition supports spectrum policies and rules that ensure flexibility is built into the spectrum service rules. The Coalition support maximum flexibility in recognition of the fact that flexibility on the front-end will minimize the need to revisit rules and allocations in order to accommodate new technology demands. The Spectrum PM supports this approach as well, calling for recommendations on “flexible models for spectrum management (standards, incentives, and enforcement mechanisms, including flexible use).”25

Rules for spectrum uses should be broadly defined based on technical requirements to prevent harmful interference, not application-specific services or offerings. In the past, the FCC made allocations of spectrum for specific services, such as paging services or taxi dispatch. When these services are surpassed by new technologies, the FCC must go through a protracted process under the Administrative Procedure Act to change the service rules to accommodate the needs of the new technology seeking access or worse, leave the allocation in place and underutilized.

Over the last two decades, the FCC has moved away from such a stringent “command-and-control” model of spectrum rules to a licensed regime that is focused on a more nimble “flexible use” model, allowing licensees to offer spectrum based on technical parameters, largely agnostic to the types of service that are seeking access. Similarly, the unlicensed spectrum rules allows for its use under fairly limited technical requirements focused on interference concerns, not the types of service or devices being offered. As new sharing regimes are established by the
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FCC, like the one established for the 3.5 GHz band, the rules are largely agnostic to the types of uses the spectrum is put to, opting for technical parameters instead.\textsuperscript{26}

In addition to flexible service rules, policies should promote opportunities in the secondary market to gain access to spectrum through leasing. Streamlining the process for obtaining access in the secondary market for leasing spectrum will allow Coalition members [the UAS industry] the opportunity to assess whether their specific spectrum needs may be better addressed through holding spectrum. The FCC has adopted rules to promote secondary market opportunities in the context of the 3.5 GHz proceeding and the Coalition would encourage the FCC to look for other opportunities to streamline its secondary market rules.\textsuperscript{27}

**Conclusion**

The Coalition commends the NTIA for presenting it with the opportunity to provide support for a pathway forward that promotes a robust, transparent spectrum management regime focused on flexibility. As set forth above, transparency about future spectrum opportunities and flexibility in spectrum access regimes and service rules will best promote innovation, which is key to the United States’ ongoing competitiveness in the global market.\textsuperscript{28} In short, to realize the full potential of UASs (and autonomous vehicles, IoT devices, artificial intelligence, and smart cities) there will be a need for not only more spectrum capacity, but also the flexibility to allow for market innovation free of burdensome barriers and artificial boundaries. The investment and opportunities are upon us and the pathway before us will determine how fully we embrace the challenges and reap the tremendous benefits.

Respectfully submitted,

Small UAV Coalition
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